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Introduction
When I heard about the Young Scientist competition I was very
eager to enter because I enjoy designing things and wanted to see if
I could make something that hadn’t been invented yet.
Identify a need
I realised there is a need for a safe and cheap method of picking
cherries from trees in your back yard. Climbing a ladder to reach the
high branches or climbing the tree can be very dangerous because
you can fall and hurt yourself and may end up with life-long
problems.

Demonstrating the difficulties picking
cherries and why we need a safer option.
(my parents were supervising)
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Creating a solution
I discussed three of my ideas with my dad;
1. A Robotic arm mounted on a ute
2. A crab claw on a long pole
3. A telescoping tube with a bag on the bottom to catch the
cherries.

These are the sketches
of of my ideas.

I decided that the ‘telescopic tube’ cherry picker idea was the best
option because;
- It would be the easiest and cheapest to make.
- It reaches really high and folds down for storage.
- You can pick lots of cherries at one time without bringing the
picker down to the ground, so it is the quickest option.
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Research
I researched on the internet to see if there are any products already
available similar to my idea. I found two similar ideas but there is
nothing the same as what I had invented. My idea was the first!

Researching Fruit Pickers

This ‘Long Reach Fruit Picker’ was
like my second idea.

The ‘Stihl Fruit Picker’ is close to my
idea, but my design is way better.
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We measured ten cherries to find the average size. It is important
that the cherries don’t get stuck inside the tube, we discovered that
the inner tube needs to be no smaller than 30mm.

Measuring the cherries using callipers

Next, I looked for suitable materials I could use to make the
telescopic cherry picker. I went to Bunnings with Dad and found
these options:
• Steel
• Alluminium
• Plastic
We weighed the different options to see what would be best and
found the plastic was the lightest. It was five times lighter than the
steel.

Weighing the steel and plastic pipes
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Purchasing the materials
Once I had decided what to use I had to find the right size plastic
pipes and plumbing fittings to build the telescopic cherry picker.
Below is a list of the items purchased from Bunnings:
• 40mm PVC pipe – for the outer tube
• 32mm PVC pipe – for the inner tube, this fits perfectly inside
the 40mm tube and the right size for cherries to fit
• 45 degree elbow
• 65x40 taper
• 40mm PVC coupling
• Overflow valve – for the trap door
• Over-centre latch to lock the trapdoor
• 35-53mm butterfly screw hose clamp – for the telescopic lock.
TOTAL COST = $64.15

Measuring different sized pipe at Bunnings and choosing the right fittings.

Choosing the trapdoor and lock to catch the cherries.
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We changed my original idea of using a bag to catch the cherries
because it was hard to find a good way to attach it properly to the
pipe. Dad thought the bag might get caught easily and get pulled off,
losing the cherries. We decided to use a plastic trap door with a
latch instead.
Building the telescopic cherry picker
With Dad’s help, we cut the pipes to 150cm long. This would make
the cherry picker able to extend to 2.8metres, allowing the person to
reach 4metres high into the tree.
We cut a slot at the top of the outer tube and used the hose clamp to
stop the inner tube sliding down.
We used the 45 degree elbow to join the 65x40 taper fitting to the
pipe. Dad cut a slot in the taper fitting with angle cuts to guide the
cherry stem into the slot. This is the section that picks the cherry and
makes it role down the telescopic tube. We used PVC plumbing glue
to join the fittings together.

Measuring and marking the pipe

Cutting the pipe

Smoothing the cut end with a file

Gluing the pieces together
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Marking the slot

Before gluing the section that picks the cherry to the tube, we tested
it to see if our idea worked. This meant we could modify the design if
needed before it was fixed to the tube.

Testing the top section

The final step was gluing the trap door onto the bottom of the cherry
picker and screwing the lock into position.
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Testing the telescopic cherry picker
Step 1. Loosen the hose clamp

Step 2. Extend the tube.

Step 3. Tighten the hose clamp.

Step 4. Locate the cherries.

Step 5. Guide the cherry into the
picker and pull back.

Step 6. Unlock the trapdoor
over a bucket.

Step 7. Allow the cherries to fall
into the bucket
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Evaluation
My design was successful because with the cherry picker extended
to 2.8 metres I was able to reach 4 metres into the tree to pick
cherries with my feet safely on the ground.
Future Development and Improvements
If I was to sell this cherry picker, I would give it a brand name and
put stickers on it to make it look nicer. The price would be $99.00.
One issue we found with the cherry picker is after looking up for a
while you can get a sore neck. A solution is to have a wireless
camera mounted to the top which connects to your smart phone and
a phone holder at the bottom so you can see the cherries in the tree
without looking up.
I could also improve the design by making it collapse smaller for
easier storage.

People who assisted me
I discussed the design with my Dad and he helped make the cherry
picker. My mum helped with typing this report.
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